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SSH in unfavourable position 
(Nederhof 2006, Hicks 2004):

 National vs international
 Single author vs team
 Books vs articles
 Non-scholarly audience
 Different citation patterns



  

Donovan (2007): evaluation is data-driven, 
not indicator-based. 

> Streetlight effect of observation bias

Campbell (2011 [1976], 34): Corrupting 
Effect of Quantitative Indicators: „The more 
any quantitative social indicator is used for 
social decision-making, the more subject it 
will be to corruption pressures and the 
more apt it will be to distort and corrupt the 
social processes it is intended to monitor.“



  

Methodology
2 cases: 

FORS, University of Lausanne 

VU ISSW – Institute of Sociology and Social Work at the Vilnius 
University

– perspectives of ‘insider’ and ‘outsider’

Mixed methods: 

quantitative and qualitative analysis of data on scientific 
production, years 2012-2016 (institutional repositories, 
annual reports, Web of Science, personal webpages)*, 
overview of repositories themselves, 

2 x 4 qualitative semi-structures interviews with employees of 
institutes** (selected according to insights from quantitative 
analysis of reporting, quota based on the variety of their 
publication patterns).

* Data collecting from VU ISSW is still in progress. 

** Citations from interviews in the presentation are in italic; feminine gender is chosen to save 
anonymity; Lithuanian translated to English.



  

Results:
What is visible, what is 

not?



  

2012-2016 reported in institutional repositories, annual reports, 
Web of Science.  



  



  

Differences in classification



  



  

FORS: Individuals report less than institute.

Mostly when:

 Specific FORS production: working papers and 
lunch seminars – 9+25

 59 presentations (9 of these scientific)

 24 for extra-academic audience

What is not visible?



  

VU ISSW: Attribution to institute.

Hard to tell, what else.

„ - Haven’t you reported presentations?

  - Do I need to report these too?“

What is not visible?



  

What to report?

- Importance

- Individual communication style



  

What to report?
Important (=defined in research evaluation > 
defined in repositories)

„I report what is necessary. <...> everything else, 
where would I record it?“ [repository defines]

„It is important that others would see what I have 
done. <...> I look myself, if someone comes to some 
conference, what he does. <...> [reporting] form 
does not matter <...> important, that it would be by 
[within] university, as before, my publications, and 
everyone would find it.“ [place within university]

„You should not overreport. // Why? // You should not 
spend more time in communicating what you do, 
because there is no time left to do it.“ [choices]



  

Communication styles

E.g. 1: FORS 2015 most of unreported presentations 
(including scientific ones) were by one author.

E.g. 2: Many reports for EC, says: „What use of a scientific 
article that is read by two doctoral students“; but she does 
not record these reports herself, co-author does it. 

E.g. 3: „I do not write scientific articles [in traditional sense]“, 
„I think about making a blog. <...> because this is that 
communication I am interested in, in-between academic and 
popular, it is based academically, but said in human 
language“; but has no strategy of communication yet.

E.g. 4: Many scientific articles, everything recorded; 6 books 
out of two, by translating into 3 languages; huge amount of 
production for extra-academic audience, but only part of it 
reported, mostly not by individual, but by institute.

What to report?



  

Ch. Wright-Mills: 
individual biography 
within a context of 

social history



  

Social context
Global context > general tendency of ISI and 
impact factors

Evaluation system > performance based vs not 
performance based

Institutional and technological adaptation to 
the evaluation system > what are regulations 
and instructions and who is responsible to 
ensure it

Missions of institutions > only research-
oriented or more (data management, 
education...)

Personal audiences > (in)formal expectations of 
personally important audiences



  

Individual
More or less successfully 
(mis)adapting to social contexts:

- know and understand (or don’t) 

- agree (or don’t)

- is concerned (or not)

- is able (or not) 

> Time and priorities!



  

Types:

researcher – it is all OK („I want to 
communicate with my peers and I succeed in 
doing it“)

troubled researcher – trying, but not always 
succeeding („Am I a researcher if I do not 
publish enough?“), often – in conflict with other 
obligations

double identity – researcher + lecturer, social 
policy researcher or working with data („It is 
important for me to be in this other role“) - 
main meaning is not in a scientific audience

Individual



  

Types:

researcher 

troubled researcher 

double identity 

BUT ALL OF THEM PUBLISH 
SOMETHING SCIENTIFIC!

Individual



  

„I do not publish“ = „I am not a researcher“ 

Misrecognised in their everyday activities, that 
do not lead directly to publishing.

Self-worth.

Some of them take it as a trouble: „I want to be 
a researcher“, but „everything I do is 
misrecognised“.

Some take it more easily: „[data infrastructures] 
are invisible while they work. It is like 
electricity in home. <...> We are happy, 
silently doing what we do, without recognition 
we deserve. And it is ok, we like it.“



  

On research evaluation:

„It is very narrow, on scientific 
production. <...> it should be more 
personalised, every researcher cares 
about different things, connection 
with practice is important for some, 
in-depth analysis – for others.“

- variety should be accounted for.



  

Conclusion
Current research evaluation limits 
understanding of the work of a 
researcher, ignores variety of 
personalities needed within 
universities and omits non-visible but 
important activities that leads to 
(reported, evaluation-compliant) 
publishing only in some cases but is 
inseparable part of researcher’s life. 
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